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Main Photo:
The Lake Manyara Hotel (bottom right)
high above the lake, was where
Hardy Kruger won a drinking
contest with John Wayne.

In 1961, John Wayne found himself physically
exhausted, having recently completed the Herculean
task of directing his first motion picture- and an
epic one at that- The Alamo. Wayne not only
produced and directed the film, but also starred as
Davy Crockett. The film was still in wide release
when he agreed to star in another arduous
production, Hatari! The big budget ($6 million)
production would require the Duke to film on location
in Tanganyika (now Tanzania) for action sequences
the 53 year-old acting legend would have to
perform many of without help from his stunt double.
This time, however, the production would be in the
capable hands of another Hollywood legend,
director Howard Hawks. The two men had first
collaborated on the landmark 1948 Western Red
River and again on the recent 1959 box-office
smash Rio Bravo. Wayne enjoyed the
uncompromised male bonding that inevitably took
place on any Hawks production, and Hatari!
afforded him to carouse off-set with the likes of
fellow veteran actors Red Buttons and Bruce Cabot
as well as a cast of young international stars-inthe-making such as Gerard Blain, Hardy Kruger
and Elsa Martinelli.

The Plot...
Dallas becomes officially inducted into the group in a sequence in
which she plays the piano. This scene is transplanted in its entirety
from Hawks’ Only Angels Have Wings. As a matter of fact, Hawks
borrowed the whole structure of the plot from his 1939 classic.
He loved to steal from himself: “If a man, a good boxer, hits
somebody with a left hook, he doesn’t stop left-hooking in the
rest of his fights.”” In other words, if a formula works, why
change it? He was also very conscious about developing his
own style of moviemaking, saying “If you don’t recognize
(somebody’s work), then the person isn’t much good.” (Hawks’
penchant for going back to the same well for story material
extended to his two future collaborations with John Wayne: El
Dorado (1967) and Rio Lobo (1971), both of which borrowed
liberally from Rio Bravo.)

When Hatari! opened in 1962, critics generally praised the film’s
action and location sequences, along with Henry Mancini’s
memorable musical score. However, the gripe against the movie
was that Hawks had filmed a glorified home movie in an exotic
location and that the screenplay was simply a haphazardlyconstructed series of improvised incidents. Whilst improvisation
did play a major role in the production, an argument can be made
that the screenplay by Leigh Brackett is actually well-constructed,
with much emphasis placed on the characters and their
relationships. Let’s examine the evidence.
With the opening shots, Hawks’ old school style of shooting movies
is evident in his use of panning to introduce the characters and
location. Hawks preferred the panning technique that was already
outdated in 1961 because he disliked the widescreen process
(“If it were any good, the classic paintings would have used it
more often.”). Hawks prided himself of always starting with “as
much of a smash as I can”. Indeed, the film starts out with the
tragic goring of Lone Wolf by a rhino, but the action quickly
morphs into Hawk’s penchant for light comedy. “That’s a trick I
use all the time”, he said. “To make a business dangerous, you
hurt somebody in the beginning.” Male bonding, a mainstay of
any Hawks production, is symbolized by the men sharing their
cigarettes as they await the verdict as to whether the injured
man will survive. At last, comic relief is delivered when we get
the message “he’ll live!” The alcohol-laden adventurers celebrate
by breaking into boisterous song. The men also rarely refer to
each other by name, instead choosing such monikers as “The
Frenchman”, “The German” and “The Indian”.

The plot centers on a disparate group of
adventurers who place their lives in danger on the
African plain to round up exotic animals that are
sold to international zoos. The key characters are
Sean Mercer (Wayne), Pockets (Red Buttons), Kurt
Muller (Hardy Kruger), Chips Maurey (Gerard Blain),
Luis Francisco Garcia Lopez (Valentin de Vargas),
Brandy (Michele Girardon),Little Wolf (Bruce Cabot)
and the key female character (with a typical
Hawksian name), Dallas (Elsa Martinelli), a
photographer who joins the merry band to chronicle
their captures for a zoo. The film follows this
eclectic group’s attempts to fulfill the annual quota
of animals for the zoos by taking on increasingly
dangerous missions. As in most Hawks films, the
leading female character has to be sexy, yet toughas-nails to survive in the male environment and
sexual tension is compromised by overt humour.

Now the director has set the tone, has introduced all the main
characters and built the arc of the plot: it’s about the breaking of
‘the jinx’. Actually, two jinxes: the notion that rhinos and women
are both dangerous for men. The males in the compound are
eager to rope in both. The men’s attempts to capture a rhino have
traditionally led to disaster and tragedy. They don’t fare much
better with women. Wayne’s Sean Mercer has sworn off the
fairer sex after having his heart broken by his one true love. The
Frenchman Chips and the German Kurt indulge in a competition to
win the favours of Brandy. While Hawks never stoops to exploiting
the obvious potential for introducing political tensions based on
WWII adversarial positions, both men do engage in a bit of oneupmanship. In a scene similar to one in Red River (but without the
homosexual implications), the two men engage in a shooting match
with subtle phallic implications.

Enter the female: Dallas. If this were a Western she’d be a saloon
girl arriving on the stage, wearing feathers – only here, she’s
attired in an Edith Head costume. Dallas is turning this wellorganized world upside down, playing the type of seductive
greenhorn that causes chaos among the male establishment, a
typical plot device in Hawks’ films. Hawks effortlessly pulls
through five minutes of expository dialogue as Dallas asks
Pockets about “the men” in simple two-shot, not even using a
close up. Significantly, only superficial attention is paid to their
respective professions, being dismissed as the race car driver,
the bullfighter, the cabdriver. The only explanation offered for
Wayne’s Sean Mercer is: “He’s Irish”. Buttons is cast in the role
of sidekick for Wayne that has previously been played by Walter
Brennan in both Red River and Rio Bravo. In this capacity he
provides comic relief while he fulfils his stated mission: he “takes
care of Sean” (a line similar to that made by Brennan regarding
his relationship with the Bogart character in Hawks’ To Have and
Have Not).

Although Hatari! remains fondly remembered by
John Wayne fans, it has rarely been examined
seriously in film publications. To remedy that, Cinema
Retro asked writer Roland Schaefli, an aficionado
of the movie who has travelled to the locations
where it was shot, to examine the movie’s merits
and the reasons for its enduring appeal.

From this point, Hawks deftly blends character development with
high intensity sequences of chasing animals on the plain, all of it
stunningly photographed by Russell Harlan, who was nominated
for an Oscar for his work on the film. In terms of locations,
Hawks takes pains to let the audience know exactly where his
characters are situated (“Where are we going today?” – “Manyara,
I guess”) and that these locales are geographically correct in
relationship to the storyline. Hawks preferred to have his
characters confined to a basic location and later said he felt it
was a mistake to move the group from the main lodge to a tent
camp, though the script mandated it. Hawks’ obsession for reality
extended even to Suaheli tribal dialogue, though no subtitles are
used. For instance, after Dallas tells Sean she can take care of
herself, he turns to his Suaheli helpers and says,
“Watcha memsahib. A kili mengi!”, which
translates into, “Leave the woman
alone, she’s too clever!”

Lee Pfeiffer

Roland Schaefli pays tribute to

HATARI!
and visits the locations
as they are today...

Left to Right: The main cast on location - Valentin de Vargas, Gerard Blain,
John Wayne, Elsa Martinelli, Red Buttons, Michele Girardon and Hardy Kruger.
Left:
John Wayne shares a joke with director Howard Hawks during filming.
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lofty Lake Manyara hotel, overlooking hoardes of flamingos, that
Wayne told Hardy Kruger over dinner, “Kid, afterwards we’re
gonna have a drink at the bar.” Kruger had been an international
sensation in The One That Got Away. Only he couldn’t get away
this evening. Friends warned him that he was in for some serious
drinking when belting them down with the Duke. So Kruger
prepared himself by drinking sweet corn oil. Wayne kept the
brandy coming. But as he wanted to hit the sack, it was Hardy’s
turn to challenge him. Having the advantage of the oil in his
stomach, he managed to drink the Duke under the table. By the
next day, Wayne was nonplussed by his ‘defeat’. As usual, he
was first on the set and he handed Kruger a cup of coffee
saying, “You’re gonna need that.”
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“Whatever it is, I’m doing it right”
When Ciné Monde did a story about Gerard Blain, a full year prior
to the film’s release, the French journalists elaborated about
Hawks’ ‘improvisational style’ and compared him to their favourite,
Godard. Of course, there was no way not to improvise. “We
never even worked from a script”, Red Buttons recollected. The
cast would just talk each morning about what Hawks wanted
them to do that day. Almost every night they would gather for a
conference where the professionals would explain what the
actors should watch out for. Wayne: “If the ostrich really gets
mad, he’ll crush you to death by dumping his full 400-pound weight
on top of you!” Hawks: “You couldn’t control the animals. We
chased nine rhinos, filmed them all, and we caught four.” The
agreement with the game department was they wouldn’t hold an
animal longer than 3 to 4 minutes. Wayne would use a lot of
profanity, which Hawks had to figure out how to censor. He
would yell “Gobble!” which meant they would loop the dialogue
later. Most of the lines in these scenes were ad-libbed. Most
dialogue involving character development occurs in the scenes
at the lodge. “The boys got very good at it”, Hawks found, “they’d
turn around to one another and just said anything.” In the written
dialogue he’d put a few unnecessary words on the front and a
few on the end of a sentence, so people could overlap their
talking.

“Don’t start in by spoiling her!”
Every morning a fleet of 42 jeep vehicles stood ready, each car
a production department on wheels: wardrobe, props, grips.
Helmick had struck a deal with Kaiser-Jeep to furnish all the
vehicles. They were delivered to the harbour of Mombasa. KaiserJeep got three commercials in return , all of which were produced
during filming of Hatari! Unfortunately the cars weren’t half as
rugged as advertised, so the mechanic worked a good deal of
overtime.
Hawks also had a Piper Cub airplane at his disposal. Exposed
film was flown 200 miles north to Nairobi, thence by commercial
plane to England for processing by Technicolor. In Arusha, two
editors had to keep pace with production. Rushes would then be
screened in a small movie theatre. When he watched the dailies,
cinematographer Russ Harlan knew that all his headaches were
“more than worth while”. It was “a major problem just to keep the
dust off our lenses”. They had to be blown out with compressed
air. Yet the country was perfect for Technicolor with its ability to
pick up those subtle pastel tones. Harlan had 22 cameras ranging
from VistaVision plate cameras to 16mm remote-controlled gun
cameras at his disposal. “At night our service tents looked like
Mark Armistead’s.”

“This is a mean one!”
Hawks had nothing so dangerous in the can to justify the title
Hatari! Even the cape buffalo, considered the most dangerous
of all African beasts, wasn’t that much of a dramatic capture.
Eventually, the production got permission to shoot in the sacred
Ngorongoro Crater, the bottom of which had only recently become
accessible by vehicle. However, Helmick’s unit was only
permitted to go after some clove-hoofed animals that weren’t
high on the priority list.. They were secretly hoping to get a rhino
attack on film. The game warden had already explained it would
never charge a car, always stopping several meters short. Yet

The one that did not get away...
For Hardy Kruger, the Hatari! adventure went on long after the film’s run.
In the evenings, as the Americans in their tents were playing poker as if
their life were depended on it, the young German lay awake, listening to
the strange African sounds. He hadn’t been a star long. The One That Got
Away, a WWII drama, provided his international break through, being the
first German actor to play the lead role in an English movie after the war.
He instantly fell in love with Momella, the principal location for Hatari!.
“I’ve seen the garden of Eden”, Kruger wrote in his memoir ‘Eine Farm in
Afrika’. Here, time was measured by “the day we caught the rhino with the
broken horn…” When he tried to rent a jeep to explore the grounds, he
found out Paramount had utilised just about every vehicle around. That’s
how he met Jim Mallory, who let him have his Range Rover. From then on,
Kruger wasn’t dependent on Paramount drivers. Now free to explore on his
own, he had more dangerous encounters than could be found in the script.
One day, he and a local Englishman gave Hawks the coordinates on a herd
of buffalo they had sighted. Hawks radioed him to stay put. Suddenly, his
companion whispered, “Don’t move!” There was a female lion, and Kruger
was so close he could spot the dried blood of the last kill on the lion’s
mouth. Ever so slowly, he moved back to the jeep and escaped. The lion
never moved. But the herd of buffalo was gone. The press book uses this
incident – but suddenly, John Wayne appears in the true tale as well!
(Never underestimate the skills of a Hollywood publicist when it comes to
hyperbole!)

John Wayne wasn’t unsympathetic with Tanganyikan nationalists’ attempt
to throw off British imperialism. However, when Julius Nyerere, the
nationalist leader, took control in December 1961, Wayne was prophetic
that his “half-baked socialist schemes” would ruin the country. “The whole
damn place won’t be worth a shit in ten years.” Kruger thought otherwise.
As a matter of fact, it was Nyerere himself who advised him to open a
hotel. Kruger made a deal with the land owner, Rolf Trappe, and went into
partnership with Jim Mallory. In November 1961, they opened the hotel,
which was built on the very compound seen in the movie. Eventually,
Kruger would live at Momella for 13 years, and a lot of his Hollwood
earnings were put into the hotel and later, an ill-fated meat processing
plant. After Kruger finally left Africa, the Momella Lodge was in a perpetual
state of disrepair for a long time, but it still exists today. Recently, another
hotel opened next to the Momella Lodge, under management of a German
couple. The venue is called the Hatari Lodge and utilises the actual homes
of Mallory and Kruger for accommodations.
Roland Schaefli

Right:
Kisetu, an extra on the film who was
in all of the catching scenes, later
became Hardy Kruger’s gardener.
Below:
What remains of the meat factory
Hardy Kruger built. Today, big game
rangers use the buildings for storage.

Facing Page Top:
Kaiser-Jeep provided all the vehicles
for the film in return for being able to shoot
three commercials on the set with the stars.

The baby elephant watering
hole as it looks today.
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“Feels good to be finished”
One morning the Americans were gone. After five and a half
months, the phones stopped ringing in Arusha and an African
extra, Kisetu, had to realise his new-found friends had left without
saying good-bye. He is clearly visible in the catching scenes,
standing on the back of the truck, giving Wayne a helping hand.
And then they had gone. Kisetu remained in the area, got prominent
in his own right and eventually became Hardy Kruger’s gardener.
When Kruger also left, he still remained. Years after Wayne’s
death, his son visited and graciously gave Kisetu some of Wayne’s
old duds. He never sold them. He wore them out, and yes, he’s
still there..

“What is it that you liked?”
Wayne claimed the time he spent in Tanganyika was the most fun
he’d had on any picture. “You wake up in the morning”, he said,
“and you hear the savage sounds of these animals, and your
hair curls.” His daughter Aissa describes the experience rather
differently: “Lying in my bed beneath a suspended mesh net I
was safe from bloodthirsty bugs but could not tune out the strange
sounds of screaming, yowling, jabbering, honking African
beasts.” She was chased by an ostrich and a monkey jumped on
her back. Her 53-year-old dad felt young again: “You grab that
gun and you take a different attitude than you did when you
were at home.” Red Buttons recalls that the crew spent a lot of
time together, “When you’re in Africa with someone for four months,
you better get on with them. Duke was easy to get on with, and
we had a lot of fun.” The comedian relished telling the story of the

Wayne brought home a pair of African antelope skull and horns
to decorate his home. They continued shooting at Paramount
where production designer Hal Pereira, who had created the
Ponderosa ranch for ‘Bonanza’ on the same lot, had built the
replica of the lodge. The set was, in fact, so close to the original
that Kruger immediately got homesick for Africa. They even used
stones from Ngare Nanyuki to recreate the fireplace. But Kisetu
and the other guys who played the hands on the catch truck
weren’t around when they shot the process scenes in Hollywood.
Other black extras were standing on the truck for the rear
31
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night they were playing cards and a leopard walked out of the
bush. “Duke, there’s a leopard walking toward us.” Wayne
answered, “Buttons, see what he wants.” Hawks had gotten
himself a pet mongoose named Squeaky which he turned loose
on dinner guests. There was even an opportunity for politics to
intrude.On February 4th, 1961, Wayne sent a telegram to John F.
Kennedy: “Congratulations, Mr. President. It was thrilling reading
your inaugural speech here in Tanganyika. It made us even prouder
that we are Americans”- and this was from a man who opposed
Kennedy in the general election!

when the second unit gave it a try, the rhino hit the truck full
speed! A case of scotch was presented to the warden the same
evening to lure him into giving permission to film the rhino – but
without trying to catch it. The very next morning, the animal hit the
jeep and stuntman Ted White grabbed his leg. The crew thought
for sure the beast had gored him. The stunt guys were highly
insulted. “Don’t you know good acting when you see it?” The
enthused Helmick cabled Hawks to “stop worrying about calling
the picture ‘Danger in Swahili’ because a rhino damn near did in
Ted White this afternoon. And we’ve got it all on beautiful Eastman
Kodak colour film.” The director brought in his unit and would
create - on the famous yellow legal pad he always used for
rewriting dialogue right on the spot – his pre-title sequence. The
cast got into the thick of the rhino action as well. Hardy Kruger
tried to keep the beast at bay, but in point of fact the cameramen
told him over the radio where to move for a better shot. It was
then that the rhino drove his horn against the jeep, lifting it up on
two wheels. Kruger thought the vehicle might fall apart.
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